
                         The General Evaluator

Hello ladies and gentlemen, fellow Toastmasters and distinguish guests,my role is to 
evaluate the meeting in general, by evaluating I mean giving some feedback and 
suggestions for the futur.
I will call for reports from the speech evaluators, timer, grammarian and ah counter.
Next I will evaluate the S.A.A, Toastmaster.

Mr Timer
What is the time for the evaluation?

Our first evaluator is  ....
.... will be evaluating  ..... speech , the title of her speech is .....

Thank you ........for your evaluation.

Our second evaluator is  ...........
........will be evaluating ....., the title of his speech is s ...

Our third evaluator is ......
...... will be evaluating ......speech, the title of the speech is....

Our table topics evaluator is .....

Now that we heard 3 evaluations, I will ask you to vote for the best evaluator but before 
that, is there any timing infraction Mr Timer?Thank you

Thank you, I will call the grammarian to tell us about the word today, which was ... 

Thank you Mr Grammarian...

I call now AH counter to give us his feedback......

Thank you Mr or Miss AH counter.....

Thank you everyone,I am going to give my own evaluation of this evening,we start 
almost on time, we will try to do better than that next time...The meeting in general was 
fine.

The room was well set up... the coffee was ready and the snacks wonderful.Thank 



you ..... and myself for your .............

 The toastmaster, ,it was an amazing evening, you told us about the new program, the old
program and how everything work, I might suggest you to use more vocal variety.... or 
energy,  and be caution  with people's name....

Mr Table Topic Master,  it was enjoyable, dynamic and creative, you could have ask 
the .....

Mr Timer, Thank you for being on task and remind us how to go back to our seats after 
the break...for next time, there is a way to put the cards on the desk..

The Toast, very interesting and educative, we learn a lot ....

As improvement..........

That's conclude my part but before giving back to the TM, I will ask you if you enjoyed 
the meeting.Thanks

Let's welcome back our Toastmaster of the day........


